Toward the Stars

Ten years ago, Gravity Innovation Labs developed the first FasterThanLight technology.
Three years ago, GPTech successfully commercialized FasterThanLight Drive.
Last month, you bought your very own Travelerclass spaceship from United Spaceship
Constructions.
Today, you are taking off with your friends  Toward the Stars.
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High Concept
Toward the Stars (TtS) is a cooperative
FirstPerson Action Game with emphasis on
spaceship management gameplay. It brings
your childhood fantasy of blasting off into
space and adventuring with friends into reality.
Toward the Stars will be developed with
Unreal 4 Game Engine. The game’s target
platform is PC with other platforms pending
availability of console access at USC
GamePipe Lab. The control will be keyboard
as well as gamepad controllers.
Four players will engage in 1015 minute long
missions where they must deal with various
events that take place during their starship
adventures.
From the alcohol nebula cloud the ship has to
fly through to the killer space squid that
thawed too early in the kitchen fridge,
players.must work together and use their wits
and what’s available on the ship to survive
these events.

Our target audience are players who enjoy
playing cooperatively with their friends and
enjoy discovering new sights and
experiences.

Game

Design Pillars
The design pillars for TtS are characterized as  A, B, C:
● Adventure
● BaseManagement
● Cooperation

● Adventure
Of the three design pillars, Adventure is what initially attracts the players to the game. It is
the appeal of discovering strange new worlds, meeting exotic aliens, finding hidden
treasures, and acquiring precious artifacts.

Exploring a flatearth

● Base-Management
The appeal of adventures attracts the players to the game, but what keeps the players
around is having their own spaceship as a base of operation.
We want to have a small space ship that feels like home to the players, so they have a
shared space that they can turn into their own secret base.

Millenium Falcon  roughly the size we are going for

One of the room on the ship

● Cooperation
Cooperative gameplay brings everything together and engage the players. It provides
social appeal but also reinforces the core gameplay.

A motley crew working together

Gameplay
Based off of the three design pillars, Toward the Stars is a networked multiplayer experience.
The game’s target number of players is four players and may change based on iteration and
playtesting.
For the core game, the players will experience a short and intense gameplay session of
roughly 10 to 15 minutes long. This is known as the mission and will be the focus of this
project.
In the mission, each player will be a crew member on a shared spaceship. The players need
to work together and deal with events they will encounter during their adventure.

Gameplay Flow Chart

Controls
The game will be in first person view and played with keyboard and mouse or a gamepad
controller.
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Input Control Scheme Reference
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lerYwAFZAjkpbJOObFC__M84tnuRjqRRzLxdO6Ha
oiU/edit#gid=0
//This is the document where we look at existing and similar games to determine our input
control scheme

Core Game
The players will interact with the ship in the following ways:

1. Direct Interaction
Players can interact within the ship (environment) in a manner similar to first person action
games.
● Use an equipment to interact with the ship
○ Repair Tool > engine and other ship parts
● Use an equipment to interact with player characters
○ Healing Spray > fellow crew member or NPCs
● Use an equipment to interact with hazards
○ Fire Extinguisher > fire

Jamie repairing the ship’s engine

2. Indirect Interaction - Operate Ship to Affect Ship Internally
Players can change the ship’s status by interacting with the ship using consoles.
● Reroute energy from oxygen generator to shield generator
● Lock two doors of a corridor to trap onboard intruders
● Open the airlock to create a vacuum to put out fire

3. Indirect Interaction - Operate Ship to Affect External World
Using the console, the player can interact with the world through the ship.
● Reposition shield generator’s shield to deflect space debris
● Overcharging the engine to give the ship a speed boost
● Scanning asteroids to find rare metal

Gameplay Example
The following is the gameplay experience that we aim to have for the Fall Demo Day.

You start off by selecting a ship so you can host a game and invite other players to join.
You and your friends choose the mission to investigate a strange signal in an uncharted star
system.

Immediately after leaving warp, you encounter a treacherous asteroid field and decide to fly
directly through it.
Your crew uses the ship's weapons (and shields) to keep the ship safe.

Everything seems to be going fine until a large rogue asteroid comes hurtling towards you.
It smashes into your ship, crushing part of your navigation systems and setting fire to the Map
Room.
Although leaving the fire alone until you pass through the field sounds tempting, you choose
to deal with it now.

You man the turret to prevent more collisions and keep a lookout for other problems.

Your little brother Bill pulls out his trusty Molecular Repair Apparatus and begins fixing the
navigation system.
Your best friend, Fiona, grabs the Impulse Fire Extinguisher 4000 and runs towards the Map
Room.

Meanwhile, the notorious troll Timmy has just returned from being away from keyboard and
quickly analyzes the situation, ignoring the rest of you.
He decides it'd be fastest to put out the fire by opening the airlock and letting the oxygen out.

As Bill and Fiona suffocate in the vacuum,
you smack Timmy on the head, or wish you could over the internet.
As you attempt to revive your friends, the ship approaches the source of the strange signal.

Though you were hoping to stumble upon a ship in need of help, you are instead ambushed
by a pirate ship.
Your crew, still recovering from the asteroid encounter, has only a few short moments to
decide on how they want to respond to the threat.

*Dramatic Delivery* “Will your intrepid crew survive and defeat the pirates? Or will you be
destroyed and forced to abandon ship?”

Depending on how you perform, you could gain riches that can be used to upgrade your ship
and equipment for future adventures.
If you fail the mission, you can always try again, but you will encounter different obstacles.

Story

World Setting
By the year 2105, scientific advances in space travel had made FasterThanLight Travel
(FTL) possible. The Gravity Innovation Lab developed a pair of matching Warp Gates that
allowed ships to traverse the space between gates at FTL speeds. Humanity rejoiced, and
they set out building Warp Gates in their wake. There’s one catch: In order to build a Warp
Gate, one must reach the destination first.

Stargate from Stargate SG1

In the preceding years, FTL tech advanced, and soon, GPTech developed the first FTL
drives for space ships. Unfortunately, the drives were limited in their distance capabilities.

With these two technologies combined, however, humanity’s reach was now unbounded.
Starships with FTL drives could carry the vital components to build Warp Gates to reach even
further distances. The Gravity Innovation Lab and GPTech merged to form the United
Spaceship Constructions and led the effort in exploring space.
Through this union, starships become more affordable. Combined with the prospect of
exploring new planets, discovering additional resources, and interacting with exotic alien
species, humanity was instilled with fervor. A new age of exploration has begun! Now is the
time to take your first steps… Towards the Stars

Character Backstory

Concept image from the game FTL: Faster Than Light
The player takes the role of one of the aspiring space adventurers in this new age of
exploration. The most common player characters are the humans. As humanity expand, they
would encounter other alien species that become playable species.
Like the other adventurers out there, their eyes are set on fortune and glory. With very little in
pocket change, however, they had to get the cheapest “ship” they can afford. This means the
usual safety feature and utility features like fire sprinkler in every room, hullbreach protection
system, or automatic repairbots are not there.
This leaves the players the job of doing these tasks so that they and hopefully their ship can
complete the mission in one piece. By completing the mission, they they would earn riches
and upgrades that they can use to repair the ship and maybe enough for a new shiny upgrade
so that they can tackle on bigger challenges.

The starting species for the players to select will be:
Human Female
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15SETyGd4dTRaZlN2om_r4gfl5DSZN8MrIBlgD
U1mOM/edit?usp=drive_web
Human Male
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ETINVGNsQBeQ09VMKG6JXKKZdxMW97eTk
P3HYXyfmM/edit?usp=drive_web
Robot
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1um7cg9Sv6HokUENuklpeavZG2BlpxbQ2YUB
RSnPxB0/edit#
TBD
For more detail on player species, refer to:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AIJhSa_9DTjNbWzTbRcgc9b_DnWOdjCkCpkzreMV3
k/edit

Levels

Levels
Levels in TtS are divided into two types. The first type is what makes up the spaceship. The
second is the environment surrounding the spaceship.

Spaceship Level
The spaceship level is where majority of the work is at. The engineers are looking into
allowing designers to rearrange rooms in different ways at runtime. Individual rooms will be
designed modularly and the ship layout tested during playtesting.
The starter rooms, based on starter player equipment are:
Kitchen
Engine/Generator
MedBay + Oxygen
Security/Armory
Turret room
Crew room x 4
For more information on what each room does, please refer to:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pzx2086ltnohVnHVyjCU6dMt8ReALSaMWTdhBKC4Pd
k/edit#
Ship Layout
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1m34Y74g9ynEbthbN1SeocmaMNCxcFmJHcuPk9
Q6re8/edit#gid=0
Ship Design Reference
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ozC89yEBXQNMRzBGq3I5DQJ3UWhLjPBjYL9FKhX
GYg/edit#

Environment Level
For the environment level in the traditional sense, we need to create the feeling of spaceship
flying in different areas. This can be accomplished by using different skyspheres and
introducing certain environment props as the situation calls for it.
For example, the players may see unidentified objects show up on the radar but would not
know what it is. When the players get close enough and that it’s within camera viewing
distance, the game will then generate either asteroids or spaceship debris as appropriate.
Space Environment

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TirOzp4ios0TAgf80LwxE54YX910tE5COEgAQC_6zc/
edit#

Events
The challenges for the players come from the different events they will face on their spaceship. Some
events are internal as they happen within the spaceship. Some events are external and they happen
outside of the ship. For external events, players must deal with them by using ship systems that
interact with the outside world such as laser cannons. If players don’t deal with external events, they
will soon become problem on the ship as asteroids damaging the ship can cause hull breach or fire.
The events that would happen in a level is determined by the game system known as Events Director.
For more on Events Director - please refer to:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13b2Q5Zd4QwjabEzafaW_l_Wdxtr9ZxJC8xoY2XOb00c/edit#

Starter Event List
External
Asteroids
Star Fighters
Internal
Onboard Intruders: Robotic Enemy (TBD)
Onboard Intruders: Organic Enemy (TBD)
Onboard Intruders: Enemy Crew

Enemies
Starter List
External
Star Fighters
Internal
Robotic Enemy
Floating Disk
Organic Enemy
What’s easy to do?
Floating Disk

Art

Art Section
//Add a section about art and link to
Toward the Stars Style:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nUzxNKzTAHJ6isiQMfWxuEQFy2z6puVSaJtI3DF70eQ/edit

Engineering

Engineering
Engineering Challenges
Challenge/Investigate List
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/148AWNvY3U5QU6i1VdG2eJoYlAwCy3q9wq8UqJEp
LeFk/edit?usp=drive_web
System/Component List
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dMWDIuRZgI39JO0SRnkSpKq3aBZqG0Wuie7y1Yke
T7o/edit#gid=1402182428
+Airlock
Ping System (Subset of Coop)
Room Layout
Ship Layout
Event Director
Announcement System
Command & Text Chat

Production

Production
Production Section
Minimum Viable Product
Goal
Extended Features
i.e. social feature for crew
outside spaceship, space suit

MVP

Goal

Reach

Specie

1 Specie:
Human Male

4 “Specie”:
Human Male
Human Female
Ship AI
Small Robot

Energy Being?

Player Equipment

3 Equipment
Fire Extinguisher
Repair Tool
Healing Spray

5 Equipment:
Fire Extinguisher
Repair Tool
Healing Spray
Energy Charger
Laser Gun

8 Equipment:
Fire Extinguisher
Repair Tool
Healing Spray
Energy Charger
Laser Gun
Ice Equipment
Water Equipment
Air/O2 Equipment

Spaceship Rooms

3 Rooms:
Kitchen
Engine/Reactor
Medbay + O2

5 Rooms:
Kitchen
Engine/Reactor
Medbay + O2
Security
Crew Rooms

8 Rooms:
Kitchen
Engine/Reactor
Medbay + O2
Security
Crew Rooms
Living room
Cargo bay
Helm

Ship Station

1 Station:
Weapon Station

3 Stations:
Weapon Station
Shield Station
Sensor Station

Additional Stations
Mining Station

Ship System

Water Recycler
Fridge
Cooking Range
Engine
Reactor
Healing Bay
Oxygen Generator
Weapon Lockers
Security Camera
Monitor Station
Ship AI System

Robotic Repair Bay (=
Healing Vats)
Ship Decoration

Kitchen Cabinets

Espresso Machine

Misc Item

Water Canister
Healing Canister

Energy Canister
Food Canister

Event

Asteroids
Fire on Ship

Ambush
Pursuers

Enemy

1 Organic Enemy
1 Robotic Enemy
1 Spaceship

Team

Team
Who are the
New Member Welcome

Todo
Explain how Ship AI is in control of the ship movement
TtS Announcement System
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jodpvPS4IU8mWDXJ40JzZLWJXk8aAv9T2jOA2SC-fzM/edit

Lots of stuff from Production folder
Setting Up Project
AGP, Demo Day, TtS
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zEhjGSWqbg9x30Vecp5zClYmFfDzcixxh1nqUjFG8MA/edit
For 3d model for the character, we need both 1st and 3rd person

